


Welcome to Majestic Voyager, where the
timeless allure of Indonesian maritime heritage
comes to life on the waves of discovery. Embark
on a journey beyond the ordinary, where the
spirit of adventure meets the elegance of
tradition.

WELCOME 
ABOARD!

As you step aboard our meticulously crafted
vessels, you'll be transported to an era when
majestic phinisi vessels ruled the seas, carrying
the hopes and dreams of explorers and traders.
Majestic Voyager blends the grandeur of these
seafaring marvels with the modern comforts and
luxuries of today, creating an experience that is
both a tribute to history and a celebration of
contemporary travel.



Our Mission 
"At Majestic Voyager, our mission is to honor the timeless legacy of Indonesian maritime heritage by offering unparalleled phinisi cruise

experiences that fuse tradition with modern luxury. We are dedicated to curating authentic journeys that immerse our guests in the rich tapestry
of Indonesia's culture, nature, and history while fostering sustainable practices that preserve and protect the oceans and coastal communities we

traverse."

Our Vision 
"Our vision is to be the foremost ambassador of Indonesian seafaring traditions, renowned globally for setting new standards in phinisi cruising.
We aspire to create transformative voyages that awaken a deep appreciation for Indonesia's diverse landscapes and cultures, leaving a positive

impact on both our guests and the destinations we visit. Through innovation, impeccable service, and an unwavering commitment to
sustainability, Majestic Voyager aims to redefine luxury travel, bridging the past and the present to create a legacy of responsible exploration for

generations to come."



Our Commitment

Our commitment to environmental responsibility is evident
in several key initiatives.

Reducing Plastic Usage: We understand the detrimental
impact of plastic on our oceans and ecosystems. That's
why we have taken significant steps to limit plastic
onboard. Each guest is provided with a personal tumbler,
ensuring that single-use plastic bottles are minimized,
helping reduce plastic waste.

Innovative Water Solutions: Water is a precious
resource, and we strive to use it efficiently. To achieve this,
we employ advanced water osmosis technology onboard.
This system allows us to transform ocean water into
purified, clean water that is used for our toilets. By reusing
and purifying seawater, we not only conserve freshwater
resources but also minimize the environmental impact of
water discharge into the ocean.

-Majestic Voyager Management

"At Majestic Voyager, our commitment to environmental sustainability is as unwavering as our dedication to providing exceptional service and
ensuring the safety of our customers on board. We pledge to continue minimizing our ecological footprint, embracing eco-friendly practices, and

preserving the environment, all while delivering unforgettable and safe journeys to our valued guests."

Charting a Greener Course: 
Traveling Responsibly with Majestic Voyager



The Vessel
Majestic Voyager is a true masterpiece of maritime heritage,
seamlessly marrying timeless Phinisi Buginese schooner design
with modern opulence. This extraordinary vessel promises an
unmatched seafaring adventure, offering 10 lavish cabins that can
host up to 20 passengers on a single voyage.

Handcrafted by master shipbuilders, Majestic Voyager pays homage
to a bygone era with its graceful lines, towering masts, and authentic
wooden construction while providing contemporary amenities. With
four upper deck cabins boasting private balconies, two middle deck
cabins featuring jacuzzis, and four lower deck cabins, each with a
private bathroom, guests are surrounded by opulence. Luxurious
common spaces, including a capacious dining area, cozy lounge,
and an open-air sun deck, complement the experience.



DECK PLAN



Suite Cabin 
Nestled in the heart of the vessel, Majestic
Voyager's Suite Cabins redefine maritime
indulgence with unparalleled comfort and style.
Featuring two meticulously designed cabins, each
offers a customizable sleeping arrangement,
private bathroom, and a panoramic view from the
private balcony. Elevate relaxation with a private
jacuzzi under the starlit sky—a perfect respite after
a day of exploration.



Executive Cabin
Step into the allure of Majestic Voyager's Executive
Rooms, offering sweeping sea views from private
balconies on the upper deck. Experience an
unobstructed panorama, where the azure sea
stretches endlessly. Indulge in relaxation with
rainfall showers and tailored comfort, choosing
between twin beds or a double for a personalized
maritime escape.



Deluxe Cabin
Majestic Voyager's Deluxe Cabins on the lower deck
redefine sea luxury with private oases featuring
premium amenities and indulgent rainfall showers.
Meticulously designed for comfort, these exclusive
cabins offer climate control, ensuring a perfect
ambiance. Navigate the seas in style, finding
tranquility and sophistication after each day of
exploration.



Our Indoor Lounge provides a stylish retreat
with a 70-inch TV, karaoke, and a well-stocked
bar for an elegant maritime escape.

Indoor Lounge

Indoor Dining Room
Embark on a culinary odyssey aboard Majestic
Voyager's buffet-style indoor dining room,
accommodating twenty guests in air-conditioned
comfort. Discover a daily-changing menu featuring
Indonesian delights and international treasures,
expertly crafted by skilled chefs. This intimate
setting encourages social connections, allowing
guests to share seafaring tales while savoring a
dynamic and flavorful dining experience on the high
seas.

Camera Room
Step into the Camera Room on Majestic Voyager,
a haven for photographers. Equipped with top-
tier gear and panoramic views, capture seafaring
moments effortlessly.



Sun Deck

Outdoor  Lounge
Embrace serenity in our Outdoor Lounge, a
stylish retreat with spacious sofas and a plush
day bed. Relax amid the sea breeze, socialize, and
enjoy refreshing beverages with panoramic
ocean views. This sophisticated space ensures
ultimate comfort, inviting guests to relish the
maritime journey in style.

Dive into tranquility on the Sundeck,
Majestic Voyager's celestial haven with lazy
beds. From morning yoga to starlit dinners,
it's a versatile sanctuary for ultimate
relaxation and celestial wonder at sea.

Communal Jacuzzi Area
Perched on the sun deck, Majestic Voyager's jacuzzi
offers blissful sea views. Rejuvenate after activities,
sharing camaraderie under the stars—a serene
haven, enhancing seafaring comfort.

Dive Deck
Dive into the extraordinary on Majestic Voyager's
Dive Deck—an enthusiast's haven. With spacious
prep areas, Nitrox for extended dives, and ENOS
Beacons for safety, it ensures seamless logistics
and prioritizes the joy and security of underwater
exploration in the boundless ocean.



Our Destinations



Raja Ampat, the enchanting "Four Kings" archipelago
nestled in Indonesia's Coral Triangle. Picture over 1,500
islands, each a gem with pristine beaches and vibrant
marine life. Dive into crystalline waters, where coral
gardens, playful dolphins, and the iconic walking shark
await. Venture into Misool, a hidden paradise within Raja
Ampat, with secluded bays and limestone wonders
hosting nature's spectacular dance. This earthly haven
isn't just a destination; it's a living showcase of nature's
extravagance, inviting you to witness life's vibrant tapestry
in every azure corner. Dive in and discover the magic!



Discover the awe-inspiring Komodo National Park, a
UNESCO World Heritage site nestled between Sumbawa
and Flores in Indonesia. Home to the prehistoric Komodo
dragon, it boasts lush volcanic islands surrounded by
clear waters. Dive into a marine paradise, encountering
manta rays, sharks, and vibrant coral reefs, showcasing
nature's grandeur and biodiversity in one extraordinary
destination.



Embark on a captivating journey through the hidden gem
of the Banda Sea in Indonesia. Rich in marine life and
cultural heritage, this historical crossroads between
Sulawesi and Papua offers vivid underwater landscapes
with coral reefs, hammerhead sharks, and pygmy
seadragons. Explore the Spice Islands' historical
significance, where trade history converges with warm
hospitality and vibrant traditions. The Banda Sea invites
travelers on a unique voyage through time, culture, and
marine wonders.
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Embark on an unforgettable adventure with Majestic Voyager Phinisi,
where every moment is a celebration of the rich Indonesian culture and
the wonders of its diverse ecosystem. Join us for an immersive journey
that goes beyond the ordinary, offering a perfect blend of outdoor
activities and cultural exploration.

Dive into the depths with scuba excursions guided by seasoned
professionals revealing mesmerizing underwater secrets. Glide through
vibrant coral gardens during leisurely snorkeling or find serenity with
paddleboarding amidst breathtaking coastal landscapes. Thrill-seekers
can embrace excitement with banana boat rides, creating unforgettable
moments across the waves.

Beyond the ocean's rhythmic lull, our vessel is a gateway to terrestrial
wonders. Guided hikes through lush landscapes unveil panoramic
vistas, offering opportunities to connect with nature. Our itineraries
extend beyond the waves, leading you to secluded beaches, charming
coastal villages, and hidden coves, inviting immersion in local cultures.



Indulge your senses on board Majestic Voyager as we elevate your
culinary experience to new heights. Our commitment is to create a
dining journey that transcends expectations, where we meticulously
tailor each meal to match the unique tastes and preferences of our
esteemed guests. We understand that every palate is unique, and so
our menu seamlessly integrates international tastes to provide a global
culinary adventure.

Whether you savor the familiar comfort of international cuisine or
embark on a journey of discovery through the bold and exotic tastes of
Indonesia, every meal on Majestic Voyager is a celebration of culinary
artistry. Join us in a dining experience where the fusion of local and
international flavors harmonizes to create a symphony of tastes that will
linger in your memory long after your voyage concludes. Bon appétit!



T H E  B E S T  S I G H T S  T O  S E E ,  A N D  P L A C E S  T O  P I N  O N  Y O U R
B U C K E T  L I S T

Embark on a voyage with Majestic Voyager, where every moment is a chapter in your extraordinary
travel tale. Sailing with us is not just a journey; it's a living, breathing entry on your bucket list,
promising memories that linger long after the waves have settled.



See
you 
On 
Board!

Contact Us :

+62 852 1600 3366

www.majesticvoyager.org

info@majesticvoyager.com

sales@majesticvoyager..com

@majesticvoyager

@majesticvoyager


